
Experience the power of VR Language 

TRAINING Today


Rapidly develop authentic language skills by practicing 
meaningful tasks with a live instructor in virtual reality 



Task-based VR 
Language Training



ABOUT
Who We Are
THE BEST VR LANGUAGE LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
ON THE MARKET

We are a team of VR engineers, linguists, and instructional designers 

who developed the world’s leading task-based virtual reality language 

platform. We provide a distraction-free learning experience in which 

learners can move from review of language forms to authentic 

task-oriented experiences that stimulate fluency in the target language.


Why We Exist
VIRTUAL REALITY IS THE FUTURE OF LANGUAGE-

LEARNING FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES

We have all experienced the ineffectiveness of rote memorization, text 

books, and out-of-context language learning. Our Platform 

empowers learners to actually apply their language skills in a safe, 

fun, and authentic environment with the guided support of a live 

instructor. Our Platform revolutionizes the way the world both teaches 

and learns languages, making language training more relevant, 

enjoyable, and effective than ever before. 



Pedagogy
As the first virtual reality company connecting teachers with students, it has been a privilege assembling a team of 
renowned linguistic researchers as well as a team of cutting edge VR engineers. Since 2017 we have focused on combining 
“Task-Based Language Teaching” (TBLT) with anxiety-reducing virtual environments in order to facilitate the best possible 
language-learning experience. 

 

Our unique platform revolutionizes language-learning in five major ways: 

 

First, the power of accessibility. It is the first tool making immersion available to all learners, of any skill level, located 
anywhere in the world.  



Second, the power of presence. For the first time, learners are able to remotely experience a true sense of presence by 
embodying an avatar with the ability to explore and interact with the virtual environment.



Third, the power of facilitation. Immerse transforms instructors into hosts facilitating a language experience. Our immersive 
scenes and instructor training quickly equip intructors to lead dynamic lessons that captivate students and keeps them 
engaged.

 

Fourth, the power of tasks. Instead of organizing learning around grammar or vocabulary, we’ve implemented the best 
practices from TBLT research to organize classes around tasks as the fundamental organizational unit.  By doing so students 
implicitly master the building blocks of language while building conversational skills that are real-to-life. 



Lastly, the power of confidence. Far too often people attempt to speak in a foreign language context and are left mumbling, 
crippled with anxiety. Immersive training empowers learners to overcome fear of failure and successfully perform the 
communicative tasks that are most important to them.

WHAT MAKES OUR VR PLATFORM UNIQUE



Adapt Curriculum
Our powerhouse team of VR instructional designers, linguists, and VR engineers 
collaborate with your content team to adapt your existing curriculum best 
suited for VR into our VR application. With VR you don’t start over, you enhance 
the curriculum you already have.

Train Instructors
Our training team will equip all of your instructors with a full suite of 
“training-the-trainer” resources. From the basics of starting a lesson to learning 
how to best facilitate a lesson, we’ve thoughtfully curated all the training 
content necessary to transform your instructors into VR language facilitators. 

Start VR Lessons!
Let the lanugage learning begin! Learners will use the Immerse VR application to 
meet their live instructor in VR at their lesson time. Throughout the duration of 
the VR language training, we will perform assessments to track and manage 
each student’s growth in language proficiency
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            For  more  information  log on to-     www.vocademics.in
             or  Call  +91  99674  33933
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